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THINK NOT OF CARBO-VEG

THINK NOT OF ANT-TART, WITH
THE FOLLOWING TOTALITY

- Patient is in great distress
- Suffocative breathing
- Loud noisy respiration
- Cyanosis of finger tips.
- Nose is cold, yet the body is warm
- Pulse rapid
- Voice weak, hoarse
- Anxious-expression
- Feeling as if something bad is going to happen.
Eventually their intellectual faculty becomes impaired. They have difficulty in retaining their thoughts and concentration becomes difficult. They lose their memory and become absent minded. They make mistakes in calculating, speaking and writing - they use wrong words.

RUBRICS
- Absent-minded, unobserving spoken to, when
- Concentration, difficult evening
- Confusion of mind - morning
- Dullness, sluggishness, difficulty of thinking and comprehending.
- Memory, weakness of pains, from suddenly expressing oneself, for say, for what is about to.
- Mistakes,
  Calculating in
  Speaking in
  Misplacing words
  Spelling in
  Words, using wrong
  Writing in
  Old age in
  Wrong letters, figures
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